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Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Shiori - Steel-Edged Sakura⠀ ⠀ With hope and steel, she arms her heart.⠀ her blade reflects the sunrise. ⠀ ⠀ Shiori is now available at an increased chance of track for a limited time only!4. Janvāris plkst. 03:00 · Rolotia -
Timeless beauty with every new year, we're reborn, as impeccable as untouched snow. Rolotia is now available at an increased odds rate for a limited time only!1. Janvāris plkst. 03:00 · Endless Astrid - Twilight Bride She roasts the old year as it dies. Because without death, what could be born anew
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tūkst. cilvēkiemWelcome, Heirs! Like our Facebook page to keep up to date with all Epic Seven news! Patishk 89 tūkst. cilvēkiemThe most prestigious mobile Strategy RPG in Japan is now available worldwide! App Store: ... Patishk 1.5 tūkst. cilvēkiemMākslaPatīk 8,8 tūkst. cilvēkiemStep in the role of a
young hero and train, fighting and puzzle your way through an adventure-filled... Patishk 9,2 tūkst. cilvēkiemRebirth goblin!? The weakest goblin aims for the world conqueror! Strategic all-direction tower ... Patishk 471 cilvēkiemStellar Hunter is a brand new mobile crook from LTgames (Dungeon Survivor
I &amp; II). You will... Patishk 208 tūkst. cilvēkiemGrandChase Official Mobile Game Facebook Page The Official Sequel is coming soon to Mobile Evertale has been out for some time and as the game itself continues to grow in terms of content, so do its fanbase and new players. With a sprawling
storyline, new events and promotions, and boasts a wide roster of heroes and monsters to collect and upgrade, Evertale has become an increasingly addictive lifestyle game for most mobile gamers who bought and installed the game. While the free-roaming world that is the first act of Evertale presents
ample challenge and adventure to test your strategic skills and grinding patience, various game modes among events as well as the ennning succeeding acts in online story mode present even greater challenge that will push you to get even stronger. Like many RPGs where the initial rapid progression
dwindles as far as character and equipment levels and overall team prowess as you get stronger, the amount of time and dedication you must commit to the game becoming even more important from late to end play. Time and dedication will guarantee progress, but knowing where to get what you need
will further increase your team's growth and development. If you're not sure about where to make the most out of your time in the game, as well as the most effective use of your very valuable mana, then our Evertale farming guide can help you narrow down options about where you need to go and what
you need to do. At this point, we want to assume that you are close to completing, if not already completed, law 1 which is the offline story arc. If you're completely new to Evertale and still find your way around the basic mechanics and features, then be sure to use our beginner's guide who tackles the
basic concepts you need to understand to increase your growth in the game and help a top tier Crestbearer. Furthermore, we published a detailed team guide, showed off some of the dream team concepts in the game. Now, in this Evertale guide, we will exclusively discuss some of the best places to
farm resources you need as well as manage your mana that are essential to staying efficient as you progress further to the middle to the endgame aspects of Evertale. 1. Farming patches for hero and equipment experience points Every battle you engage in if you play Evertale offers experience points,
not just for your team members, but for every equipped weapon as well. If it's a story-related battle or one within the events that requires consumption of mana to complete, it will reward you with ranked experience points as well as level your account. Since mana will typically tend to fall short of what you
need to for many of the other resources you need, farming for experience points for your characters as well as your favorite weapons should be best done on the offline story mode. Typically, the further you get into story mode, the higher level of monsters you'll encounter on bushes and other fights.
Following this logic, the act 1 (offline story) end boss, the Aeon Empyrean, offers the highest experience points you can earn for your team. It also consists of 2 fights each rewarding your team and weaponizing large chunks of experience points depending on their respective levels. Once you clear Act 1
of the game's story, you'll click on it again, you'll be in the Aeon Tower: The Edge just right outside the final boss fight. You can go through the final fight as many times as you like and earn the huge amounts of experience points to boost some of the heroes and weapons you might want to maximize. On
the downside, though, the fight can be very difficult, especially if you've struggled just to get past him the first time. In addition, there's a little loading time between each fight and 2 sets of dialogues that can take time, even if you're they completely. If you're sure to constantly beat him with your team, while
marking along lower level characters and weapons to give them a boost on experience point gains, then feel free to spam battle the boss as much as you like. If not, then consider alternative locations in other places. The Aeon Tower may be the last area in deed 1 of the game and holds the most powerful
enemies and gangs to give your team some decent amount of experience points, but all fights here save the final boss can only be involved once. If you have a hard time consistently beating the final boss, or taking way too much time to do so, then instead you should settle for Silverdrake Mountains,
especially in Silverdrake Valley just close to the portal. Silverdrake Valley is the last piece of snow is that you can roam before you enter the Aeon Tower and the small patch of icy bushes just in the West of the portal can give you pretty good amounts of experience points at a fast pace. It takes a mere
second for you to encounter a new batch of monsters on this patch once you finish doing battle with the previous one. Depending on how quickly you finish all 4 samples down, you can manage to acquire more experience points here than with the Aeon Empyrean given the same amount of time. 2. Strive
to earn soul stones from achievements and events soul stones serve as the main premium currency in the game and undeniably very difficult to earn and raise than other currencies. As such, you should always seize every available opportunity to get as much free as you can. Similarly, be sure to just
consider using them for subpoeling 10x each time for a guaranteed SSR character or weapon. Important battles on the story mode give sums of soulstones as part of the rewards. Similarly, you might want to prioritize moving forward with the online story mode if you can earn extra soul stones on every
fight you complete for the first time. There are several time-constrained events that reward large sums of soul bricks, so make sure you strive as hard as you possibly can to complete every stage in these events across all difficulty levels. Remember to keep up with your in-game accomplishments as well
and work to complete them one by one. There are numerous accomplishments based on PVP wins and PVP fights won't consume mana so you might want to spend some time on it when you're free to do so. It is understood some pairs may seem frustrating, but make sure you exercise patience if you
want an increased rating and some extra soulstones from the achievements. Regarding spending on summonses, you should aim to save for 10x summonses for limited-time soul summonses that boost the likelihood of getting a specific SRC and SSR character as well as an SSR weapon. Just in from
subpoeonment information, you have a .73% chance of getting an SSR SSR here compared to the .09% chance of being an SSR hero of classic summons. Note that with these considerations, getting other SSR heroes out of these promotionally time-limited subpoeries drops probabilities to .03%.
Regardless of the percentages, it's still hard to acquire SSR heroes and as such, you shouldn't really expect much from every pull attempt. Just the same, it is better to have higher chances of getting the same SSR hero for purposes of strength up awakenings, which increase level caps and boost overall
metrics and skills. 3. Ultra Evolution Materials Farming Ultra Evolution tremendously increases your hero's or sample's stats and overall efficiency, but takes a long grind to pull off. If you may have formed a lot of characters that have formed part of your main team, the idea here is to set a prioritization of
sorts when it comes to which one you ought to focus on first as the evolutionary material you'll have to grind for is an awful lot just for one character. Keep in mind that while heroes and samples can be categorized based on their elemental affinities, ultra evolution materials vary in types and amounts by
character. As such, be sure to note the materials you need after choosing your priority 1 character and engaging in evolution material quests that drop those requirements. Typically, each character requires both R and SR elementary evolution items that are typical drops of elementary quests, as well as 3
other evolution materials that may belong to a different element than the character possesses. Just to note, every day of the week holds a unique event representing each of the seven elements: Dark on Mondays, Fire on Tuesdays, Water on Wednesdays, Storm on Thursdays, Light on Fridays, Earth on
Saturdays and Prism on Sundays. Following this relative to your prioritization, you need to save a lot of mana to make the R and SRC elementary evolution materials available on a specific day that will become available the element your character needs. Be sure to type and keep the 3 other evolution
materials your character needs for ultra evolution if their descriptions should give you an idea as to which daily dungeon you can from this material. Note that higher rarity materials have a higher chance of declining from EX Hard versions of the dungeons. Until you're strong enough to take on these
highest- problems dungeons, therefore you should save on your mana drinks as EX Hard events take a great deal of mana. Evolution materials other than the R and SR evolution materials can also drop from other game modes such as Character Exp Quests, Weapon Exp Quests, and Gold Quests.
Considering that these spent mana too, and their main rewards can be obtained elsewhere without consorting mana, you might as well take your chances of the elementary events for efficiency's sake. 4. Farming Without getting Mana All character and weapon enhancement options in the game that



come from power up fusions and ultra evolutions cost gold. The more beneficial the improvements go, then the higher gold you'll probably need. Despite earning some amount of gold through regular play, you can come to discover that you will barely have enough to even push through with one ultra
evolution if you never really prioritized farming for gold after completing the offline story mode. The Gold Quest you can find under events promises huge sums of it especially among the EX Hard problems mode, but then, spending 100 mana on it or even 25 on normal settings doesn't really coincide with
efficient use of your in-game energy. Although you can randomly acquire some evolution material from gold guests as mentioned before, there are more practical ways to do this without costing valuable mana. One thing we mentioned in our previous guide is selling some of the units you no longer need to
free up inventory space. Although 2 star rarity characters and weapons can earn you some silver, 3-star kids will reward you with gold when sold. If 3-star, bronze-colored characters can't be fussed or developed, you might want to get rid of them instead, as they won't be of any other use from mid to late
play. Be sure to first check if some of the characters can be used as boosters for your top heroes and monsters before you sell them. Also keep in mind that an item or character's level will affect the amount of gold you can sell it for. Relative to the character and weapon experience farming place we
mentioned earlier, you might want to revisit the experience farming place-place to equate characters and weapons that you'll eventually sell for gold. Silverdrake Valley could very well be your top choice if you bring along over some maximized carriers and a bunch of low level characters and weapons to
carry to level 30. Beyond actually spending timegame one fight after another to boost the gold value of sellable merchandise, you should also consider buying 3-star weapons from stores over the offline map using silver. Silver won't be of much value in the game anyway after offline story mode and you'll
get 2,000 of it to every fight in the Silverdrake Valley location we mentioned. Lastly, virtually all other game modes and time-limited events will reward you with gold in addition to other rewards. If you will have to spend mana on some of these game modes, consider the small amounts of gold you can
obtain from it as extra rewards. 5. Time-limited event swap shop some time-limited events in Evertale reward you with unique currencies on top of the soulstones and other rewards you receive from it with each chapter you reach to such events. Within the event page, you'll see a weigh scale on the left
side of the page. Click on it to see the list of items you can buy with the special currency you've earned and strive to secure the top reward as much as possible. Similar to the recently concluded time-limited event, some future events are likely to feature an SSR quality weapon as a top reward you can
obtain if you earn enough from the special currency that serves as its ingredients. In addition to the top rewards, you should also aim to acquire the ultra evolution materials you need for your top priority characters and weapons. These events also hold various difficulty levels that naturally have more
rewards and weather, if you can consistently beat the EX Hard versions of the stages, feel free to spend mana drinks to get the most out of it. Before we end our guide, we want to remind you that most of your progress in Evertale depends on how well you use your mana, especially after offline story
mode. As such, be sure to always spend it and while you may not be able to play consistently as much every day, be sure to sign back from time to time to consume the regenerred mana digested on some events. For efficiency's sake, you don't want your mana at maximum capacity as this will stop you
from earning additional people. As mana capacity increases based on your rank, continue to keep up and note how many hours it takes for your mana to regenerate from close to empty to maximum. It sums up almost everything we have for our Evertale farming guide. We hope that you learned a lot from
the tips and strategies we shared and most importantly, realized how you should manage your in-game stamina. We also hope you enjoyed reading this guide and if you ever have a few things you'd like to add to the topics we've discussed or at least share your views and opinions with respect to each of
them, don't hesitate to do so through the comments section! Section!
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